Rosignano Marittimo, August 2013

NEW QUEENS 50’ SPORT FLY
More and more Fly, more and more Queens: the shipyard of Rosignano revamps the Queens 50' Sport Fly which will be
premiered at the Festival de la Plaisance (10-15 September) and at the Genoa Boat Show (2-6 October)
All changes have been made maintaning the distinctive features of the shipyard: luminosity, spaciousness and cuttingedge technology for a very modern and comfortable boat.
The first innovation concerns the addition of the fourth cabin on the lower deck. Rather than limiting the sleeping area it
increases the comfort for the owner and his guests, that can enjoy the privacy guaranteed by private bathrooms.
The materials for the interior were chosen with great care and devotion. The use of light oak, lacquered ivory and dark
brown leather sofas creates a sophisticated interplay of contrasts with the light, the protagonist on board one more time,
entering from the large windows on each side, Queens Yachts in style. This extraordinary amount of light allows fully
enjoying the sea, even from the inside, a real feast for the eyes.
The generosity of spaces characterizing all Queens Yachts is kept by details in the cockpit such as the convertible sofa and
the sliding glass door which can be closed for privacy, or left open to offer continuity between the exterior and interior.
Optionally, Queens Yachts&Flag Marine can adopte the best technological solutions available on the market featuring the
Seakeeper active gyro stabilizers which guarantee perfect stability during both harbor and open-sea navigation.
Others equipments are available in order to satisfy every need of the ship owner and guarantee a very pleasant and safe
life on board.

Data sheets
Engines VOLVO 2X IPS 600 - D6 HP-435
CATERPILLAR C9 ACERT HP.575 CON JOYSTICK CAT
Hull lenght mt. 13,95
Overall lenght mt.15,30
Max beam mt. 4,40
Draft mt. 1,30
Displacement Ton 18,50
Fuel capacity lt. 1400
Water capacity Lt. 430
People 12
Berths n. 6 in 3 cabines + 1
New version with fourth cabin - Berths n.8 +1 optional
CE category B
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